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Collaboration, 
Connections, 
Capability: 

A Manifesto for the Creative 
Industries in West London

Capital West London is very grateful to Yoo Capital, who hosted, 
facilitated, and participated enthusiastically in the round table 
which helped produce this manifesto.

The £1bn project to transform Olympia London into a world-leading cultural district was 
approved by planners in January 2019.

YOO Capital and Deutsche Finance International – who own the historic exhibition centre – 
plan to turn the 133-year-old landmark, rich with history and heritage, into a destination for 
world-class events, creativity and entrepreneurship. Plans include upgrades to the existing 
exhibition halls to turn Olympia London into one of the world’s top exhibition and event 
centres. The development is evolving for the future with leading hotels and restaurants, plus 
performance venues and state-of-the-art office space. Award-winning practices Heatherwick 
Studio and SPPARC are leading on the design of the project, with a vision to enhance the 
public experience by creating 2.5 acres of new public space accessible for visitors and the 
local community to enjoy. The transformation will begin from next year, with the first tenants 
moving in by 2023.



O P P O R T U N I T I E S

Prime 
Location
West London’s connectivity 
surpasses any other region 
in Europe. It is ideally 
situated between The City 
of London and Heathrow.

£73 
Billion

Economy

In the UK, 
only 
central 
London’s 
is bigger

S K I L L S  & 
E D U C A T I O NGlobal

Brands
West London is 
home to some 
of the biggest 
brands in the 
world. 

6
Universities

Bucks, Brunel, 
Imperial College, 
Middlesex, University 
of West London 
and Westminster 
University

2
Million 
People 

Make up West London’s 
diverse population

Promoting economic growth and 
regeneration across the UK’s second 
largest economy and best 
connected region. 
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The Creative 
Industries 
in West London

Creative industries in the UK contribute over £1billion a year to the UK economy. The creative 
sector has grown at nearly twice the rate of the country’s economy since 2010. Creative industry 
jobs have also increased by over 30 per cent since 2011, with predictions for the upward trend 
set to continue.  

West London has a world-leading creative sector, with a long history of being home to film and TV,  
businesses, has seen a 21 per cent growth in the number of businesses with figures showing that 
a quarter of London’s businesses are based in the area.  

There are more than 19,000 creative industry businesses generating & Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon 
and Hounslow - have learnt over the years that we are almost £25million for the sub-region’s 
economy. Film and TV studios, entertainment venues, advertising and digital creative industries 
are all part of this thriving sector.  

All the West London boroughs are enthusiastic about growing their creative sectors. Brent will be 
London’s Borough of Culture in 2020, Hounslow has as a Creative Enterprise Zone there and many 
other initiatives are underway. Capital West London wants to showcase the strength of the sector, 
the value for creative industries of a West London base, and the opportunities offered for investing 
in the sector. We also want to help the sub-region enable the growth of the sector, so that it remains 
the world’s best place to be in the business of creativity.

That is the purpose of this manifesto. 

“West London has a world leading 
living and working offer” 
MAX FARRELL – CEO & FOUNDER, LDN COLLECTIVE

ROUND TABLE 
DISCUSSION
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The Creative 
Industries 
in West London

E A L I N G
1. Ealing Studios/Metropolitan Film School

2. Pitzhanger Manor and Gallery

3. Southall Curry Mile and Temples 

H A R R O W :
4. Harrow Arts Centre

5. Whitefriars Studios

6. Arc House Café and Performance Space 

B A R N E T :
7. Artsdepot, North Finchley

8. Angels Costumes, West Hendon

9. Faculty of Arts and Creative Industries, 

 Middlesex University

B R E N T :

10. The Kiln Theatre, Kilburn

11. Troubadour Theatre, Wembley Park

12. Lexi Cinema, Kensal

13. University of Westminster – School of Arts and Media

H O U N S L O W
14. Sky Campus – Osterley

15. Chiswick Business Park

16. Johnson’s Island, Brentford

H A M M E R S M I T H  &  F U L H A M 
17. Lyric Theatre Hammersmith 

18. Lamda

19. Bush Theatre

West
London 

1.
2.

3.

11.

12.

10.

8.

9.

4.

5.

6.

13.

19.

17.
18.

15.

16.

14.
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Round Table
Discussions

Meet the 
Attendees

Capital West London brought together a group of West London creative industry leaders and public 
and private sector stakeholders to discuss the current state of the sector in the sub-region - the 
strengths and weaknesses of the supporting infrastructure, the skills landscape, development 
needs, and actions that all those with a vested interest in the sub-region could come together 
and support. 

The aim was to help produce a vision for the future that will inform the West London Alliance’s 
‘Vision for Growth’ and sub-regional efforts to help the sector grow and thrive.
We wanted to identify the opportunities to grow further what is already a world-leading cluster, and 
provide opportunities for residents both now and in the future to share in the success.

“We are creating a culture 
of creativity here.” 
STEPHEN COWAN – LEADER, LONDON BOROUGH OF H&F
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LLOYD LEE
MANAGING PARTNER
YOO CAPITAL 

CLLR STEPHEN COWAN
LEADER
LB HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM 

AMANDA DECKER
SENIOR CULTURAL POLICY OFFICER
GREATER LONDON ALLIANCE 

SIAN ALEXANDER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LYRIC THEATRE HAMMERSMITH 

VICTOR VAN AMEROGEN 
FOUNDER
SPACE CITY

CLLR STEPHEN COWAN, 
LEADER OF LB HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM 

STEFAN PARKER,  COMMERCIAL 
DIRECTOR – MET FILM SCHOOL 

SARAH MOSSES
DIRECTOR
TOGETHER FILMS 

MAX FARRELL
CEO & FOUNDER
LDN COLLECTIVE (CHAIR)

CAROL-ANN UPTON
VICE PRINCIPAL
MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY

OLLY ROYDS
COO
TROUBADOUR THEATRES  



Meet the 
Attendees

HOLLY LEWIS
CO-FOUNDING PARTNER
WE MADE THAT

ANDREW THORPE
MANAGING DIRECTOR
YOO CAPITAL 

ALEX ARCHER
COLLECTIVE

JO WITHERS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
HCUC

LLOYD LEE
MANAGING PARTNER
YOO CAPITAL 

DAVID FRANCIS
DIRECTOR
WEST LONDON ALLIANCE
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The Discussion

West London has a world class creative cluster based on a history of participation in the sector – the 
BBC, Ealing Studios – these things are part of a creative DNA running through the sub-region. But there is 
renewal and resurgence – new communities are springing up around the old, with start ups being joined by 
businesses moving from central London looking for a better environment and lower rents.  

The quality of life in West London is a powerful motivator, as is the already capable talent pool. The transport 
system and the proximity of high quality residential neighbourhoods to commercial centres makes the location 
equation attractive, and provides a creatively literate local population which can populate and animate the 
cultural venues and creative spaces.

Affordability remains key. Flexible and cost-effective space is an essential for the creative sector, as is a 
thriving leisure and cultural scene. West London has many qualities here, and is working hard to improve still 
further. 

Skills really matter. We need to make sure creative skills are in the curriculum at all levels. This, allied to 
the power of West London’s diversity – with the industry bringing in people in from less well supported 
backgrounds – will provide a source of strength and global competitive advantage.
We should encourage the sector’s businesses to work with schools, colleges and universities to ensure the 
right basket of skills is being created, that the brightest and best in the local neighbourhoods engage with and 
understand the opportunity that the sector provides for them. Let’s get businesses to engage properly with 
the apprenticeship opportunity.

We need to address some issues – in particular the level of unpaid work currently required in the sector – the 
culture of unpaid internships. Many firms do not use this tactic, but we should encourage more to move away 
from the practice.

We also need to help inculcate entrepreneurial skills in our young people alongside the creative ones – let’s 
help our creatives be more “suit-like”. We need them to be creative, *and* to know how to work.

The diversity of businesses is also important – as well as the “sexy” creative businesses, West London has a 
strong set of more “down to earth” ones. White City is strengthened by Park Royal.But we are not sure West 
London is telling the strongest story. Could it punch harder? Do we need a stronger narrative across the west 
London boroughs for the creative sector to drive interest and appetite.

Our physical infrastructure is 100 years ahead of the rest of London. We have overground, underground, 
air, rail… but it can get better. The West London Orbital is a key new piece of connectivity that is required, 
and Olympia needs to be reopened fully as a District Line station. And we need the investment in digital 
connectivity, one of the few indicators where West London runs behind other locations.
 
We want to make West London more welcoming to the right investors. We need collaboration with government 
and industry, and to add education so our ecosystem is sustainable and attractive.
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HOLLY LEWIS
CO-FOUNDING PARTNER
WE MADE THAT 

VICTOR VAN AMEROGEN 
FOUNDER

SPACE CITY 

“The creative heritage 
here is so powerful”  
STEFAN PARKER – COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, MET FILM SCHOOL

“The key is diversity – we need 
to bring people in from less 

well supported backgrounds. ”  
PROFESSOR CAROLE-ANNE UPTON, 

EXECUTIVE DEAN, MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY
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The Manifesto

Our 
committments
and requests:

Now we have produced this Manifesto to help show the opportunities for the sector in West London, and how 
growth can be best achieved. We are making a set of commitments and asks of local, regional, and national 
government to help keep West London as the best location in the world for creative industries businesses.
We have identified three key areas of activity and agreement:

Collaboration 
Working together across public and private sectors to improve the business environment and ecosystem for 
the creative sector

Connections
Delivering better physical, digital, and network connections for creative businesses in West London

Capability
Ensuring that the skills required are available in abundance in the local talent pool, nd that the capacity 
exists in the sector to grow faster and better than the rest of the world, at the same time making the most of 
West London’s diversity and resilience.

Forge closer links between creative industry companies
and the education sector

Work with the developer community to encourage more affordable 
workspace and homes targeted at the creative sector.

 

Continue to work to improve digital infrastructure

Continue to work for improved physical infrastructure – 
the West London Orbital, returning the District Line to Olympia

Keep the international links growing

Build connections between creative employers and the education sector

Teach business and entrepreneurial skills alongside creative ones

Get creativity in to the curriculum early

Encourage employers to pay all interns

Make the most of West London’s diverse talent pool
– ensure that all can be involved
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ROUND TABLE 
DISCUSSION

Collaboration

Connections

Capability

Get in touch Bonnie Stephensmith
Programme Manager

+44 (0) 20 8726 7968 (t)
+44 (0) 7910 553494 (m)

Info@capitalwestlondon.co.uk
www.capitalwestlondon.co.uk


